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As one of the most widely used desktop applications ever created, Excel is familiar to just about everyone with a computer and a keyboard.  Yet most of us don't know the full extent of what Excel can do, mostly because of its recent growth in power, versatility, and complexity.  The truth is that there are many ways Excel can help make your job easier-beyond calculating sums and averages in a standard spreadsheet. 
 		

Analyzing Business Data with Excel shows you how to solve real-world business problems by taking Excel's data analysis features to the max.  Rather than focusing on individual Excel functions and features, the book keys directly on the needs of business users.  Most of the chapters start with a business problem or question, and then show you how to create pointed spreadsheets that address common data analysis issues.  
 		

If you feel as though you're getting shortchanged by your overall application of Excel, Analyzing Business Data with Excel is just the antidote.  It addresses the growing Excel data analysis market head on.  Accountants, managers, analysts, engineers, and supervisors-one and all-will learn how to turn Excel functionality into actual solutions for the business problems that confront them.
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The Virtual Worlds Handbook: How to Use Second Life and Other 3D Virtual EnvironmentsJones and Bartlett Publishers, 2009

	Step into the world of virtual reality with your newly created avatar and begin to experience the tools that make this world interactive! During their infancy stage, virtual environments were largely based upon the gaming community and over time have been adapted to meet the growing number of users and educators. The Virtual Worlds Handbook,...
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Beginning SVG: A Practical Introduction to SVG using Real-World ExamplesApress, 2018

	
		Develop SVG functionality for use within websites quickly and natively, using basic tools such as HTML and CSS. This book is a project-oriented guide to creating and manipulating scalable vector graphics in the browser for websites or online applications, using little more than a text editor or free software, and the power of...
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From Patient Data to Medical Knowledge: The Principles and Practice of Health InformaticsBMJ Books, 2006
How can you make the best use of patient data to improve health outcomes? More and more information about patients’ health is stored on increasingly interconnected computer systems. But is it shared in ways that help clinicians care for patients? Could it be better used as a resource for researchers?


This book is aimed at all...
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Web Services Architecture and Its Specifications: Essentials for Understanding WS-*Microsoft Press, 2005
This is a technical book that will be of interest to several  audiences. Technologists in charge of developing system infrastructure for  distributed applications will find guidance on what the constituent parts of the  Web services architecture are, how they are manifest on the wire as messages,  and their interrelationships....
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Efficient Electrical Systems Design HandbookFairmont Press, 2008
The understanding of electrical system design has become increasingly important, not only to the electrical designer, but to safety, plant and project engineers as well. With the advent of high energy costs, plant and project engineers have needed to become more aware of electrical systems. Both safety and energy efficiency will be covered in...
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The Golden Ratio: The Story of Phi, the World's Most Astonishing NumberBroadway, 2002
Throughout history, thinkers from mathematicians to theologians have pondered the mysterious relationship between numbers and the nature of reality. In this fascinating book, Mario Livio tells the tale of a number at the heart of that mystery: phi, or 1.6180339887...This curious mathematical relationship, widely known as "The Golden...
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